ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

Most of the activity of the ISO and ITU Joint Video Team (JVT) over the last few years has been dedicated to scalable video, and this work has recently seen recognition in the so called "Scalable Video Coding"extension(SVC) of the H.264/AVC standard for video compression 1, 2 . Contrasting from the classical video coding approach, the scalable paradigm enables the decoding from a unique coded representation(bitstream) at different "working points"in terms of spatial, quality and temporal resolution. The main drawback of the SVC architecture, shown in Figure 1, is the complexity increase compared to H.264 single layer coding. In SVC the original video sequence is downsampled to generate lower spatial resolutions that can be encoded at different quality layers. The lowest decodable point (in terms of spatial and quality resolution) is called Base Layer and is H.264/AVC compatible, while the others layers are called enhancement layers. The Inter-layer prediction is a new tool introduced in SVC that enables the reuse of the motion, texture and residual information from lower layers to improve the compression efficiency of the enhancement layers. In particular, from the motion estimation point of view, it has been shown that better compression performance are obtained by performing the full motion estimation process independently at each layer, where for the enhancement layers additional new macroblock modes(introduced by the Inter-layer prediction and defined in SVC standard) have to be evaluated. Because the motion estimation process is responsible for most of the encoding time, it is clear as this multi-layer architecture drastically increases the complexity compared to single-layer coding. This is one of the reason why the success of this scalable video coding extension will depend on the tradeoff between complexity and performance compared to the use of simulcast or transcoding solutions. A complexity analysis of the new SVC standard con be found in
. 4 . The overall proposed algorithm not only decreases the complexity of the motion estimation process for the enhancement layers (independently from the adopted scalability configuration), but it also provides a fast motion estimation algorithm for the base layer. This is the reason why different algorithms are used for motion estimation in the base layer and in the enhancement layers, as will be described in the following. The 
This work presents the full scalable extension of a fast motion estimation algorithm for the base layer and temporal scalability that was presented in
MOTION ESTIMATION IN BASE LAYER
The motion estimation algorithm in SVC base layer is based on two main steps: the Coarse Search and the Fine Search. The Coarse search is a pre-analysis step useful to initialize the Fine Search, which provides the motion vectors that will be used to actually encode each block. Figure 2 . Hierarchical B-frame decomposition structure for a single GOP
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(in the Coarse Search the motion estimation is performed with respect to the previous frame). Since the temporal distance between f 4 and its references (f 0 and f 8 ) is equal to 4 pictures, the temporal predictors are rescaled by a factor of 4. The sets of temporal(T ) and spatial(S) predictors for backward and forward motion vectors are given by:
The best backward and forward predictors are chosen through a RD-optimization 
The bi-directional motion vectors are obtained through an iterative refinement of one-directional vectors. At each step of the iterative procedure, one motion vector is fixed while the other one is refined through 8 updates at quarter pel accuracy.
MULTI LAYER EXTENSION
To simplify the notation, referred to Figure 3( Figure 3( 2 (and similarly for f 1 , f 3 ) 
Frame without an associated match in lower layers
When the lower layers do not provide any motion information to the upper ones, the motion estimation process for the EL follows the algorithm described in section 2 for the BL. The only difference concerns the Coarse Search, since as previously mentioned the full Coarse Search process is performed only for the BL. In order to determine the temporal predictors for the Fine Search at higher layers, a scaling of the motion vectors obtained from the Coarse Search is performed. Hereafter, the process is explained only for one EL with respect to the BL. It can be easily extended in a similar way between 2 consecutive enhancement layers. Let us define the frame rate ratio f R = f EL /f BL as the ratio between the frame rates of the EL(f EL ) and BL(f BL ), and the resolution ratios as follow:
r X = W CW W BL r Y = H CW H BL(1)
Referring to Figure 3(b), let us estimate the temporal predictor c 2,EL (i, j) for the macroblock (i, j) at position [x EL (i, j), y EL (i, j)] in frame f
the BL has to be used to infer the temporal predictors. If the current macroblock lies inside the cropping window, the Coarse Search motion vectors c 2,EL (i, j) for MB (i, j) in the EL is computed as
where Figure 3( (h, k), y BL (h, k) ] for the upper-left pixel given by equation (3) , while the position of the block inside the macroblock is given by
h and k are the indexes of the macroblock of the BL with coordinates [x BL (h, k), y BL (h, k)] for the upper-left pixel given by:
x BL (h, k) = x EL (i, j) − x CW r X y BL (h, k) = y EL (i, j) − y CW r Y(3)
If the MB (i, j) lies outside the cropping window, as in the case of ESS with cropped BL, we can not use the BL motion information, and so c 2,EL (i, j) is set to 0. After this scaling process, the Fine Search is performed as explained in section 2.2. So, the set of temporal predictors for frame f 2 in the EL, is given by:
T b (i, j) = {2c 2,EL (i, j), 2c 2,EL (i, j − 1), c 2,EL (i − 1, j)} T f (i, j) = {−2c 2,EL (i, j), −2c 2,EL (i, j − 1), −2c 2,EL (i − 1, j)}
Frame with match in lower layers
For the pictures with corresponding low-layer representations, like the KP and B0 pictures in
The value of the predictor is given by:
As explained before, if the MB lies outside the cropping window, the motion information of the block is derived using the motion estimation algorithm explained in section 2, with the difference that the Fine Search is performed with temporal predictors set to the temporal predictors of the closest block that lies inside the crop window.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm different configurations have been tested: Coarse Grain Scalability (CGS), Medium Grain Scalability (MGS), dyadic Spatial Scalability (SPA) and Extended Spatial Scalability (ESS), in each case using different test sequences, where the HD sequences used for ESS test are provided by the European Broadcasting Union
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